A new wireless broadband technology, MIMO (multiple input multiple output) systems, has gained great popularity for faster data transmission speed and have been actively investigated and successfully deployed for the emerging broadband wireless access networks. Even when a wireless channel with high channel capacity is known, we still require to find superior techniques to achieve high speed data transmission or high reliability. Multiple antenna techniques can be broadly classified into two categories: diversity techniques and spatialmultiplexing techniques. The diversity techniques intend to receive the same information-bearing signals in the multiple antennas or to transmit them from multiple antennas, in so doing improving the transmission consistency. A basic idea of the diversity techniques is to convert Rayleigh fading wireless channel into more stable AWGN-like channel without any catastrophic signal fading. When the spatial-multiplexing techniques are used, the maximum achievable transmission speed can be the same as the capacity of the MIMO channel; however, when the diversity techniques are used, the achievable transmission speed can be much lower than the capacity of the MIMO channel. Spatially multiplexed MIMO (SM-MIMO) systems with STBC antenna diversity technique can transmit data at a higher speed. Signal detection at the receiver side is a thought provoking task for SM MIMO systems. This paper addresses the performance of maximum likelihood detection, zero forcing algorithm and MMSE with successive interference cancellation using different methods of detection for SM MIMO systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the MIMO system which employs multiple antennas in the transmitter and/or receiver, the correlation between transmit and receive antenna is an important aspect of the MIMO channel. MIMO-OFDM is a key technology for nextgeneration cellular communications. Wireless communication systems performance is mainly governed by the wireless channel environment. In fact, the understanding of wireless channels will lay the foundation for the development of high performance and bandwidth-efficient wireless transmission technology .As opposed to the typically static and predictable characteristics of a wired channel, the wireless channel is relatively active and irregular, which makes a precise investigation of the wireless communication system often difficult. In recent years, optimization of the wireless communication system has become vital with the rapid growth of mobile communication services and emerging broadband mobile Internet access services.
Compared to a usual single antenna structure, the channel capacity of a many antenna system with NT transmit and NR receive antennas can be increased by the factor of min (NT; NR), without using additional transmit power or spectral bandwidth. Owing to the forever growing demand of rapid data transmission speed in the recent or future telecommunication systems, the multiple antenna systems have been actively investigated [21] and successfully deployed for the emerging broadband wireless access networks (e.g., Mobile WiMAX) [3] . Even when a wireless channel with high channel capacity is known, superior techniques to achieve high-speed data transmission or high consistency are required. Multiple antenna techniques can be broadly classified into two categories: diversity techniques and spatial-multiplexing techniques [13] .The diversity techniques intend to receive the same information-bearing signals in the multiple antennas or to transmit them from multiple antennas, in so doing improving the transmission reliability [1, 3] . A basic idea of the diversity techniques is to convert Rayleigh fading wireless channel into more stable AWGN-like channel without any catastrophic signal fading. In the spatial-multiplexing techniques, on the other hand, the multiple independent data streams are simultaneously transmitted by the multiple transmit antennas, thereby achieving a higher transmission speed.
The 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Linear signal detection method treats all transmitted signals as interferences except for the desired stream from the target transmit antenna. As a result interference signals from additional transmit antennas are minimized or nullified in the course of detecting the desired signal from the target transmit antenna. The standard linear detection methods include the zero-forcing (ZF) technique, the minimum mean square error (MMSE) technique, ordered successive interference cancellation (OSIC) and ML (Maximum Likelihood) detection method. The ML detection method outperforms the other detection methods [28] . The spatially multiplexed user data and the equivalent received signals are represented by that is, detection of each symbol is given by a linear combination of the received signals.
III. ML SIGNAL DETECTION
Maximum likelihood (ML) detection calculates the Euclidean distance between the received signal vector and the product of all possible transmitted signal vectors with the given channel H, and finds the one with the least distance. Let C and NT represent a set of signal constellation symbol points and a number of transmit antennas, respectively. Then, ML detection determines the estimate of the transmitted signal vector x as The ML detection outperforms the other detection methods like zero forcing technique, ordered successive interference cancellation OSIC Signal Detection, and MMSE ( minimum mean square error) technique [28] . Other antenna interference does not exist any longer, that is, the unnecessary symbol x2 dropped out of y1, while the unwanted symbol x1 dropped out of y2.
Where Q (.) denotes a slicing function that determines a transmit symbol for the given constellation set. The above equation implies that x1 and x2 can be decided separately, which reduces the decoding complexity of original ML decoding algorithm. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

V. CONCLUSION
Transmit diversity techniques have been widely adopted since it reduces processing complexity of the receiver and require multiple antennas only on the transmitter side. Spatially multiplexed MIMO (SM-MIMO) systems can transmit data at a higher speed than MIMO systems using antenna diversity. However, spatial demultiplexing or signal detection is efficiently carried out by using ML detection technique. The ML detection outperforms the OSIC detection. Therefore, there have been active researches to develop the detection methods that still consider the ML detection method while still achieving a near-optimal performance with less complexity. 
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